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Rail Section 
The vital link between sections of rail, HW fishplate are available to fit all sizes and 
sections of rail in use on  a worldwide bases:- 
 
Straight fishplates:  forged and rolled section 
Lift fishplates:  to join similar sections of rail, new or worn 
Junction fishplates: to join different sections of rail, new or worn 
 
Railway engineers acknowledge generally that the forged fishplate offers the strongest 
achievable joint between rail sections, with its improved grain flow and facility to 
incorporate a strengthening profile as key features of the forging process. 
 
Using our design skills and extensive experience of fishplate manufacture, supported by 
facilities such as our archive rail section samples from around the World we can 
confidently claim to be able to offer a comprehensive fishplate range. 
 
In the case of light rail applications or where quantities of an extreme combination of 
size of rails do not warrant the manufacture of forging dies, then HW fishplates 
manufactured from bar, profiled section or plate, complement our extensive forged 
product range. 
 
Emergency Clamped Joggled Fishplates 
To effect emergency repairs on broken welded rail or fractured rail section we have 
developed our own Emergency Clamped Joggled fishplates which enable emergency 
temporary repairs to be carried out quickly, allowing use of the line at reduced speeds.  
 
No drilling or machining is necessary and the clamps can be fitted in a few minutes, the 
only tool required being a standard fishplate spanner.  The dimpled holes in the fishplate 
allow for the maximum choice of positions for the clamps so that they may be fitted 
without fouling the chairs or fastenings where these may restrict the application. 
 
The standard joggled fishplate is designed to suit broken thermit welds, electric flash 
butt welds and is also suitable for plain rails. 


